Effects of State-Dependent Impulses on Robust Exponential Stability of Quaternion-Valued Neural Networks Under Parametric Uncertainty.
This paper addresses the state-dependent impulsive effects on robust exponential stability of quaternion-valued neural networks (QVNNs) with parametric uncertainties. In view of the noncommutativity of quaternion multiplication, we have to separate the concerned quaternion-valued models into four real-valued parts. Then, several assumptions ensuring every solution of the separated state-dependent impulsive neural networks intersects each of the discontinuous surface exactly once are proposed. In the meantime, by applying the B -equivalent method, the addressed state-dependent impulsive models are reduced to fixed-time ones, and the latter can be regarded as the comparative systems of the former. For the subsequent analysis, we proposed a novel norm inequality of block matrix, which can be utilized to analyze the same stability properties of the separated state-dependent impulsive models and the reduced ones efficaciously. Afterward, several sufficient conditions are well presented to guarantee the robust exponential stability of the origin of the considered models; it is worth mentioning that two cases of addressed models are analyzed concretely, that is, models with exponential stable continuous subsystems and destabilizing impulses, and models with unstable continuous subsystems and stabilizing impulses. In addition, an application case corresponding to the stability problem of models with unstable continuous subsystems and stabilizing impulses for state-dependent impulse control to robust exponential synchronization of QVNNs is considered summarily. Finally, some numerical examples are proffered to illustrate the effectiveness and correctness of the obtained results.